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bukukomposisigoryskerafpdfdownload\rm{AP}}$ is not functional, the convergence rate will be
around $O(\ln(K))$. We see from Fig.\[fig:multi-th\] that the TPE of ZDC is higher than that of RP for
all $K$. For the decentralized schemes, the TPE of ZDC is equal to that of CBS for $K = 1$, but the
difference is important when $K>1$ (see Fig.\[fig:dec-th\]). Moreover, when $K$ is large, the error
ratios of other decentralized schemes are higher than that of CBS. From Fig.\[fig:multi-err\] and
Fig.\[fig:dec-err\], the convergence of Theorem \[th:lp-bound\] is verified by the numerical results.
Conclusion {#sec:conclude} ========== In this paper, we have developed online decentralized
utility-based feedback algorithms for SS. In particular, we have provided three novel algorithms for
estimating the centroids and the Euclidean distances between SSs. A bounded deviation theorem is
established to guarantee the convergence of these algorithms. The robustness to both
communication errors and model errors are analyzed. We have also carried out a numerical study to
validate the theory and our simulation results are consistent with our theoretical analysis. Proof of
Lemma \[lem:2ndbound\] {#app:1} =============================== Let
$C_k=\{i:d_i(k) eq 0\}$. Note that $C_k$ is a random event, thus $$\begin{aligned} {\mathbb{E}}_
{{\mathcal{H}}_{k-1}}[d^2(k)]&={\mathbb{E}}_{{\mathcal{H}}_{k-1}}[\sum_{i\in C_k}d^
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First Nations leader Dudley George says the RCMP are investigating whether to lay criminal charges
against him as part of a so-called land claim. George, who is the Grand Chief of the Union of British

Columbia Indian Chiefs, said he learned about the investigation through the media. “I can’t comment
on it. I have no idea. I’m just not aware of it,” he said. “I’m just in solidarity with the [United] States
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which would require any new federal legislation promoting non-violence, throughout the 1960s and
into the 1970s. A few months ago, I went to a workshop where a member of the audience told the

story of the day on the US Supreme Court ruled in the Pell case, a decisive, landmark victory against
the prison-industrial complex. I’ve been thinking a lot about the “gut” of the system—how it
functions, how it is constructed, and how it affects our daily lives. The fact that we are all so

accustomed to the normalcy of the status quo also continues to impact how we view and treat our
fellow citizens. For the thousands of people who have been incarcerated for years or decades in

solitary confinement, living in small, concrete boxes with not even a small window is certainly not
part of their daily lives. For them, solitary is an additional punishment of a specific crime that they

committed. The same dynamic is played out within the “justice” system: In 1954, the Court decided
in Terminiello v. Chicago that public places are subject to the First Amendment’s guarantee of free
speech. One person’s “free speech zone” is another person’s “public forum.” The Court, siding with

the government, has steadily expanded the exceptions to the right of free speech, from fighting
words to “fighting words” and even, most recently, to “offensive” speech. Hence, arrests for “hate

speech” are common. When blasphemy laws are in place, people can be prosecuted for merely
expressing opinions the authorities don’t approve of. Prayers or sermons by religious figures are

routinely banned from being delivered in public schools. The list is endless. None of this is new. It is a
well-established phenomenon. What is new is that the old tactics are starting to take place in the

“justice” system.
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